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gdTDEs: An Efficient Delivery System for miR-138
with Anti-tumoral and Immunostimulatory Roles
on Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma
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In this study, we sought to investigate the potential application
of gd T cell-derived extracellular vesicles (gdTDEs) as drug
delivery system (DDS) for miR-138 in the treatment of oral
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). Our data showed that over-
expression of miR-138 in gd T cells obtained miR-138-rich
gdTDEs accompanying increased expansion and cytotoxicity
of gd T cells. gdTDEs inherited the cytotoxic profile of gd
T cells and could efficiently deliver miR-138 to OSCC cells, re-
sulting in synergetic inhibition on OSCC both in vitro and
in vivo. The pre-immunization by miR-138-rich gdTDEs in-
hibited the growth of OSCC tumors in immunocompetent
C3H mice, but not in nude mice, suggesting an immunomod-
ulatory role by miR-13-rich gdTDEs. gdTDEs and miR-138
additively increased the proliferation, interferon-g (IFN-g)
production, and cytotoxicity of CD8+ T cells against OSCC
cells. Only delivered by gdTDEs can miR-138 efficiently target
programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) and CTLA-4 in CD8+ T cells.
We conclude that gdTDEs delivering miR-138 could achieve
synergetic therapeutic effects on OSCC, which is benefited
from the individual direct anti-tumoral effects on OSCC and
immunostimulatory effects on T cells by both gdTDEs and
miR-138; gdTDEs could serve as an efficient DDS for micro-
RNAs (miRNAs) in the treatment of cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), which includes epithelial
neoplasms of the oral cavity and oropharynx, is a serious and growing
problem in many parts of the world. The annual estimated incidence
is approximately 275,000 worldwide.1 Despite numerous advances in
the diagnosis and treatment of oral cancer, the 5-year survival rates
for cancers of the tongue, oral cavity, and oropharynx are only
approximately 50%.1 The 5-year survival rate of patients with
advanced disease (stages III/IV) is approximately 20%.2 Current
treatment modalities for locally advanced diseases, such as surgery,
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, cause significant dysfunctions and
toxicities, which emphasizes the necessity for new treatment options.3

gd T cells represent a minor lymphocyte population that constitute
0.5%–16% of total CD3+ cells in the peripheral blood, while predom-
inating in the intestine and skin.4 The majority of human gd T cells
express T cell receptor (TCR) Vg9 and Vd2 chains that can be
activated in a major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-independent
manner.5 When expanded in vitro, gd T cells isolated from patients
with melanoma, glioblastoma, neuroblastoma, breast, lung, ovarian,
colon, and pancreatic cancer efficiently killed tumor cell lines and/or
primary cancer samples.6 In addition, activated gd T cells display
phenotypic characteristics of professional antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) and induce CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation and cytotox-
icity.7 This direct cytotoxicity against cancer cells and antigen-
presenting characteristics make gd T cells good candidates for
effective tumor immunotherapy.8 However, clinical trials exploiting
gd T cells in several cancer types have been conducted over the
past decade, with a good safety profile but somewhat conflicting re-
sults in most solid tumors.9 Migration and homing properties are
important aspects of gd T cell physiology to consider for cancer
immunotherapy.6 Thus, developing novel strategies to improve the
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Figure 1. Expanded gd T Cells Produce Typical EVs

(A) Representative image of gd T cells cultured in vitro. (B)

Representative flow cytometry of gd T cells before

expansion and post-expansion. Experiments were per-

formed in triplicate. (C) Representative flow cytometric

analysis of Vd1and Vd2 expression in CD3+gdTCR+ cells.

Experiments were performed in triplicate. (D) Electron

micrograph of gdTDEs, revealing the typical morphology

and size (50–200 nm). Scale bar: 500 nm. (E) Western

blot showing the presence of CD63, weakness of tubulin,

and negative of calnexin in gdTDEs.
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therapeutic effect of human gd T cell-based adoptive immunotherapy
for solid tumors is drastically needed.4

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are usually named according to their
mode of biogenesis and include exosomes that originate from intra-
cellular multivesicular bodies, microvesicles shed from the plasma
membrane, and apoptotic bodies that are released by apoptotic
cells.10 Although initially considered to be products of a pathway
used to release unwanted material from cells, EVs are now believed
to perform a variety of extracellular functions that involve interac-
tions with the cellular microenvironment, such as morphogen
signaling, immunological mediation, cell recruitment, and horizon-
tal transfer of genetic material.11,12 EVs contain a wide range of
functional proteins, mRNAs, and microRNAs (miRNAs)13 that
allow these structures to operate as signaling platforms for short-
range or long-range delivery of information to other cells.14 As a
result, the potential use of EVs as a drug delivery system (DDS)
has gained considerable scientific interest.15,16 EVs may have multi-
ple advantages over currently available drug delivery vehicles, such
as their ability to overcome natural barriers, their intrinsic cell-tar-
geting properties, and stability in the circulation.15 However, thera-
peutic applications of EV-based drug delivery are restricted by a
lack of ideal EV donor, limited scale of EV production, and ineffi-
cient drug cargo.

Because EVs derived from T lymphocytes,17 dendritic cells (DCs),18

and natural killer (NK) cells19 exhibit characteristics and functions
from their parent cells, it is reasonable to assume that gd T cell-
derived EVs (gdTDEs) could inherit the direct cytotoxicity and anti-
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gen-presenting role of gd T cells. A large-scale
expansion protocol of gdT cells has been estab-
lished,20 making it achievable to obtain large-
scale EV production. These characteristics
make gd T cells potential candidate donors
for EV-based drug delivery. The last question
is what should be embedded and delivered by
gdTDEs.

miR-138 has been suggested to function as a
tumor suppressor by targeting a set of genes
that are relevant to cell migration, epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), cell-cycle progression, DNA
damage repair, senescence, and differentiation.21 Recently, Wei
et al.22 demonstrated that miR-138 could target CTLA-4 and
programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) in CD4+ T cells, resulting in marked
glioma tumor regression in immune-competent mice. The direct anti-
tumoral and indirect immunoenhancing properties of miR-138 make
it a potential candidate for cancer therapy. Due to the multiple poten-
tial advantages of gdTDEs as a DDS and dual anti-tumoral functions
by miR-138, we tested the hypothesis that gdTDEs with miR-138
cargo may be an effective therapeutic strategy for OSCC through
direct anti-tumoral effects and indirect immunoenhancing effects.

RESULTS
Expanded gd T Cells Produce Typical EVs

In order to obtain gdTDEs, we initially expanded gd T cells ex vivo
using a well-established zoledronate-dependent protocol.20 During
the expansion, typical clusters were formed (Figure 1A), suggesting
that gd T cells were efficiently stimulated. At the initiation of culture,
gd T cells accounted for 3%–15% (median 8%) of CD3+ cells while
increasing to 58%–76% (median 62%) of total population at day 7
before sorting (Figure 1B). After selection and successful induction,
the frequency of gd T cells reached up to more than 98% of cultured
cells at day 14 (Figure 1B). The expanded gd T cells are mainly Vd2
with a percentage ranging from 76% to 96% (median 86%; Figure 1C).
The absolute cell number of expanded gd T cells increased 360- to
420-fold compared with those before expansion. On day 14, gdTDEs
were purified from the supernatant of gd T cells and then examined
by scanning electron microscope, which showed typical rounded par-
ticles ranging from 50 to 200 nm in diameter (Figure 1D). The EV



Figure 2. Lentiviral miR-138 Increase Proliferation and Cytotoxicity of gd T Cells without Influence on EV Production

(A) miR-138 levels in gd T cells were measured by qRT-PCR. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (B) The absolute cell number of gd T cells after

lentiviral miR-138 transfection and subsequent expansion. (C) Absolute number of gd T cells at the indicated time points. Data represent at least three experiments done in

triplicate. (D) The cytotoxicity of gd T cells against cancer cells wasmeasured by an LDH cytotoxicity assay with an E:T ratio of 10:1. Data represent at least three experiments

done in triplicate. (E) Quantification of EVs derived from scramble miRNA or miR-138-transfected gd T cells. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (F)

miR-138 levels in gdTDEs were measured by qRT-PCR. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. *p < 0.05.
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marker CD63 was confirmed to express in gdTDEs by western blot
(Figure 1E).

LentiviralmiR-138 Increase Proliferation andCytotoxicity of gd T

Cells without Influence on EV Production

After purification on day 7, gd T cells were infected with lenti-miR-
138 virus and further selected and expanded. The levels of miR-138
were significantly increased by lentiviral miR-138 compared with
scramble control in gd T cells derived from both human PBMCs
and mouse spleens (Figure 2A). miR-138 overexpression remarkably
induced the expansion of gd T cells determined by the total cell num-
ber (Figure 2B) and the kinetics of absolute number at the indicated
time points (Figure 2C). Moreover, miR-138 overexpression
increased the accumulation in S and G2/M phases, and decreased
the amount of G1 phase cells (Figure S1A). We analyzed the miR-
138 target genes by TargetScan, which revealed 300 target genes of
miR-138. The expression profile of these target genes in gd T cells
and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cells was
analyzed using two publically available high-throughput datasets,
GSE27291 and GSE84557, respectively. We show that 217 out of
300 genes were expressed in gd T cells and/or HNSCC cells. Among
these 217 genes, 72 genes were highly expressed in gd T cells, whereas
64 genes were increased in HNSCC cells (fold change [FC] > 2, false
discovery rate [FDR] < 0.01). Gene enrichment analyses demon-
strated that cell cycle is among the top enriched biological processes
in HNSCC cells, but not in gd T cells (Figures S1B and S1C).

To evaluate the influence of miR-138 overexpression on the cytotox-
icity of gdT cells against cancer cells, we performed a lactate dehydro-
genase (LDH) assay with an effect:target (E:T) ratio of 10:1. As
demonstrated in Figure 2D, miR-138 overexpression significantly
induced the cytotoxicity of human and mouse gd T cells against
Cal-27 and SCC-VII cells, respectively, compared with scramble con-
trol. We then evaluated the EV amount by quantifying the concentra-
tion of exosomal proteins. The miR-138 overexpression in gd T cells
did not influence the amount of EVs expressed as mg/107 cells (Fig-
ure 2E). Furthermore, the overexpression by miR-138 lentivirus
resulted in a mean 19.6-fold and 13.6-fold increase of miR-138 levels
in human and mouse gdTDEs, respectively (Figure 2F). These results
suggest that overexpression of miR-138 with lentivirus in ex-vivo-
expanded gd T cells would obtain miR-138-rich gdTDEs accompa-
nying increased expansion and cytotoxicity of gd T cells.

miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Directly Inhibit the Growth of Tumor

To investigate the role of miR-138-rich gdTDEs on tumor viability,
Cal-27 cells were treated by miR-138 or scramble control delivered
by liposome and gdTDEs, respectively. The cell viability of treated
Cal-27 cells was measured by CCK-8 assay. We showed that miR-138
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Figure 3. miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Directly Inhibit the Growth of Tumor

(A) The viability of OSCC cells treated by liposome and gdTDEs carrying either scramble miRNA or miR-138 were measured by CCK-8 assay. Data represent at least three

experiments done in triplicate with 10 biological replicates. (B) Representative flow-cytometry-based apoptosis assay of OSCC cells treated by liposome and gdTDEs carrying

either scramblemiRNA ormiR-138. Experiments were performed in triplicate. (C) Cell cycle of OSCC cells treated by liposome and gdTDEs carrying either scramblemiRNA or

miR-138 was analyzed by propidium iodide staining and flow cytometry. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (D) Cal-27 xenograft bearing nude mice

received injection of liposome and gdTDEs carrying either scramble miRNA or miR-138, respectively. Growth curve of xenograft tumors was monitored. n = 6 in each group.

(E) Representative image of immunostaining of Ki-67 (upper panel) and TUNEL assay (lower panel) in xenograft tumors. Scale bars: 100 mm. *p < 0.05.
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and gdTDEs, individually, could significantly inhibit the viability of
Cal-27 cells. Moreover, delivery of miR-138 by gdTDEs had signifi-
cantly decreased cell viability compared with individual effects of
miR-138 and gdTDEs (Figure 3A). An apoptosis assay performed
with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-Annexin V/7-aminoactinomy-
104 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 14 March 2019
cin D (7-AAD) confirmed that miR-138-rich gdTDEs induced more
apoptosis of cancer cells than miR-138 and gdTDEs independently
(Figure 3B). Cell-cycle distribution of OSCC cells treated by gdTDEs
was further performed. Compared with liposome-transfected miR-
138 and scramble-cargo gdTDEs, miR-138-rich gdTDE significantly



Figure 4. gdTDEs Inherit the Cytotoxic Profiles of gd T Cells

(A) Cytotoxic markers of gd T cells were measured by western blot with 293T cells

serving as control. (B) Representative fluorescence microscopy image showing the

internalization of PKH26-labeled (red) gdTDEs by OSCC cells. (C) miR-138 levels in

OSCC cells treated by liposomes or gdTDEs were measured by qRT-PCR. Data

represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. *p < 0.05. (D) The repre-

sentative targets of miR-138 in OSCC cells were measured by western blot.
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decreased the accumulation of Cal-27 cells in S and G2/M phases, and
increased the amount of G1 phase cells (Figure 3C).

We next sought to investigate the in vivo effects of gdTDEs on tumor
growth. To rule out the potential interference of immune effects of
gdTDEs, the immunodeficient nude mice were applied to establish
xenografts with Cal-27 cells. Liposome and gdTDEs (10 mg) were in-
jected to the xenografts twice a week for a total of 6 weeks. In parallel
with ex-vivo results, liposome-transfected miR-138 and scramble
miRNA gdTDEs could reduce the growth of xenograft tumors
compared with liposome + scramble miRNA. Mice that received
miR-138-rich gdTDEs treatment kept a much slower growth than
other groups during the whole period (Figure 3D). The xenograft tu-
mors were then harvested for histological analyses. Frozen sections
were observed under fluorescence microscope for the GFP-positive
cells that represent successful exogenous miRNA delivery. A higher
frequency of GFP+ cells was observed in mice that had gdTDEs as de-
livery vesicle for miR-138 (Figure S2A). However, liposome and
gdTDE delivery had equal miR-138 distribution in spleen, brain,
lung, kidney, and liver (Figure S2B). The proliferation of tumor cells
was detected by IHC staining of Ki-67, and the apoptosis was
measured by TUNEL assay. Mice that received miR-138-rich gdTDE
treatment had remarkably decreased Ki-67 staining (Figure 3E, left
upper panel) and increased TUNEL staining (Figure 3E, left lower
panel) compared with those that received either liposome-transfected
miR-138 or scramble-cargo gdTDEs.

These results suggest that both miR-138 and gdTDEs, individually,
have direct anti-tumor effects, and that therapeutic outcome of
OSCC may benefit from delivering miR-138 by gdTDEs.

gdTDEs Inherit the Cytotoxic Profiles of gd T Cells

Because gdTDEs, independently, could inhibit the growth of tumor
cells without carrying miR-138, we measured the expression of cyto-
toxic markers of gd T cells in gdTDEs by western blot. Our data
showed positive expression of NKG2D, Fas ligand (FasL), tumor ne-
crosis factor alpha (TNF-a), interferon-g (IFN-g), and perforin in gd

T cells, as well as in gdTDEs, but not in 293T control cells (Figure 4A).
gdTDEs were labeled with fluorescent PKH26 and then co-incubated
with OSCC cells. The PKH26-labeled gdTDEs were visualized to be
internalized by Cal-27 cells after 2-hour incubation measured by a
fluorescence microscope (Figure 4B). We then measured the miR-
138 expression in the recipient OSCC cells treated by liposome and
gdTDEs, respectively. The qRT-PCR revealed that both liposome
and gdTDEs could efficiently deliver miR-138 to the Cal-27 cells
with 6.6-fold and 5.8-fold increase, respectively (Figure 4C). We
next investigated whether miR-138 regulates its target genes in recip-
ient cells. miR-138 delivered by liposome and gdTDEs significantly
decreased the expression of selected miR-138 targets, GNAI2,
FOSL1, CCND1, and CCND3, determined by western blot (Fig-
ure 4D). These represented targets of miR-138 are involved in the
regulation of cell proliferation and cell cycle. These results suggest
that gdTDEs, inheriting the cytotoxic profile of gd T cells, could effi-
ciently deliver miR-138 to cancer cells to serve as a cancer suppressor.

miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Stimulate Anti-tumor Immunity

Activated gd T cells have been suggested to display phenotypic char-
acteristics of APCs and to induce the cytotoxicity of CD8+ T lympho-
cytes.7,23 No study, to the best of our knowledge, has reported whether
gdTDEs could inherit the antigen-presenting function of gd T cells.
We therefore sought to investigate whether miR-138-rich gdTDEs
can modulate the anti-tumor immunity. Immunodeficient nude
mice and immune-competent C3H mice received intravenous (i.v.)
injection of either liposome or gdTDEs with or without miR-138
cargo, respectively. Twenty-four hours after the sixth immunization,
1 � 107 SCC-VII cells were subcutaneously injected, and tumor
growth was monitored weekly. The xenograft tumors were then har-
vested for histological analyses. Fluorescence microscope showed that
no remarkable GFP+ cell (exogenous miRNA-transfected cell) was
observed in tumors harvested frommice that received either liposome
or gdTDE vaccination (Figure S2C). Compared with liposome,
gdTDEs (even with scramble miRNA) could significantly inhibit
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 14 March 2019 105
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Figure 5. miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Stimulate Anti-

tumor Immunity

C3H mice (A) and nude mice (B) received weekly i.v.

injection of either liposome or gdTDEs for 6 weeks.

Twenty-four hours after the sixth immunization, 1 � 107

SCC-VII cells were subcutaneously injected, and tumor

growth was monitored weekly. n = 6 in each group.

Thunderbolt indicates subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of

cancer cells. (C) Representative flow cytometry analysis

(left upper panel) and immune-florescence staining (left

middle panel) showing the infiltration of CD3+ lympho-

cytes in the tumor on C3H mice. Flow cytometry analysis

(left bottom panel) of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the CD3+

population. Quantitative analysis of flow cytometry data of

CD3+ T cells (right upper panel) and CD4+/CD8+ T cells

(right lower panel). *p < 0.05.
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the growth of tumor in immunocompetent C3H mice. Although
delivery by liposome had no influence on the tumor growth, miR-
138 embedded by gdTDEs further decreased the growth of tumor
compared with gdTDEs alone (Figure 5A). In nude mice, however,
tumor growth was not different between any vaccinating strategies
(Figure 5B). These results suggest that the effect of gdTDEs and
their miR-138 cargo on tumor growth suppression was immunity
dependent.

The tumors in C3Hmice were harvested and analyzed for the infiltra-
tion of CD3+ T lymphocytes. The flow cytometry analysis showed
that liposome has no effect on the infiltration of CD3+ T cells no mat-
ter whether scramble or miR-138 was packaged in. Compared with
liposome, gdTDEs significantly increased the recruitment of CD3+

T cells. Intriguingly, miR-138 delivered by gdTDEs further increased
CD3+ T cell recruitment (Figure 5C). The immunofluorescence stain-
ing confirmed the increased infiltration of CD3+ T cells by miR-138
and gdTDEs. The percentage of CD4+ and CD8+ in the total CD3+

T cells was not different between groups. These results suggest that
miR-138 and gdTDEs collaborate in the anti-tumor immunity
regulation.

miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Regulate Anti-tumor Immunity by CD8+ T

Cells

We measured the expression of antigen-presenting MHC class II
molecules, as well as T cell co-stimulation and adhesion molecules,
106 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 14 March 2019
on gd T cells and gdTDEs using western blot
with 293T cells serving as a negative control.
MHC class II molecular CD80, CD86, and
CD40 were found to express on both gd

T cells and gdTDEs, but not 293T cells.
MHC class I weakly expressed on 293T cells
and was remarkably upregulated on both gd

T cells and gdTDEs. In addition, none of the
co-stimulatory markers investigated were
remarkably affected by miR-138 KD in either
gd T cells or gdTDEs (Figure 6A). These re-
sults suggest that gdTDEs inherit the antigen-presentation charac-
teristics by their parent gd T cells. The PKH26-labeled gdTDEs
were labeled with fluorescent PKH26 and then co-incubated with
CD8+ T cells. The PKH26-labeled gdTDEs were internalized by
CD8+ T cells after 24-hour incubation measured by a fluorescence
microscope (Figure 6B). The miR-138 expression in the recipient
CD8+ T cells treated by liposome and gdTDEs was measured by
qRT-PCR. gdTDEs, but not liposome, efficiently delivered miR-
138 and significantly increased the miR-138 expression in the recip-
ient CD8+ T cells (Figure 6C). To study the role of gdTDEs and
miR-138 on CD8+ T cell proliferation, we stained CD8+ T cells by
carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) and co-incubated
with either gdTDEs or liposome for 6 days. gdTDEs significantly
increased the proliferation of CD8+ T cells, which was further
remarkably increased by their miR-138 cargo. Liposome, no matter
whether scramble miRNA or miR-138 was carried, has no effect on
CD8+ T cell proliferation (Figure 6D). Consistently, the IFN-g pro-
duction by CD8+ T cells was measured by ELISpot assay, which
showed that gdTDEs significantly induced the IFN-g production.
gdTDEs with miR-138 cargo had significantly increased IFN-g
levels compared with scramble miRNA cargo (Figure 6E). Flow cy-
tometry analysis further validated the increased IFN-g expression by
CD8+ T cells treated with gdTDEs with miR-138 cargo (Figure 6F).
We then performed a cytotoxicity assay to assess the cytotoxic activ-
ity of gdTDE-treated CD8+ T cells against OSCC cells. As shown in
Figure 6F, gdTDEs with scramble miRNA could induce a significant



Figure 6. miR-138-Rich gdTDEs Regulate Anti-tumor Immunity by CD8+ T Cells

(A) Antigen-presenting markers of gd T cells were measured by western blot with 293T cells serving as control. (B) Representative fluorescence microscopy image showing

the internalization of PKH26-labeled (red) gdTDEs by CD8+ T cells. (C) miR-138 levels in CD8+ T cells treated by liposomes or gdTDEs were measured by qRT-PCR. Data

represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (D) CD8+ T cells were pre-labeled with CFSE and then incubated with liposomes or gdTDEs at the presence of IL-2.

CFSE+ cells were measured by flow cytometry. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (E) IFN-g production by CD8+ T cells was measured by ELISpot

assay. (F) The production of IFN-g by CD8+ T cells was measured by flow cytometry. The CD8+ population was gated for IFN-g analysis. Experiments were performed in

triplicate. (G) The cytotoxicity of liposome or gdTDE-treated CD8+ T cells against OSCC cells was measured by an LDH cytotoxicity assay with E:T ratios of 50:1, 25:1, 10:1,

and 5:1. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. (H) PD-1 and CTLA-4 expression on the mRNA level (left panel) and protein level (right panel) were

measured by qRT-PCR and western blot, respectively. Data represent at least three experiments done in triplicate. *p < 0.05.
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increase of CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity, which was further increased by
gdTDEs carrying miR-138 (Figure 6G). Because immune checkpoint
molecules PD-1 and CTLA-4 have been reported to be miR-138 tar-
gets, we measured PD-1 and CTLA-4 expression in CD8+ T cells by
qRT-PCR and western blot, respectively. gdTDEs with miR-138
cargo significantly decreased the expression of PD-1 and CTLA-4
at both mRNA (Figure 6G, left panel) and protein levels (Figure 6H,
right panel). These results suggest that both miR-138 and gdTDEs,
individually, have immunostimulatory effects on CD8+ T cells, and
that a combination of miR-138 and gdTDEs could achieve an addi-
tive effect, making miR-138-rich gdTDE a candidate for OSCC
therapy.
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 14 March 2019 107
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Figure 7. Schematic Cartoon Illustrates Dual Anti-tumoral Functions by

miR-138-Rich gdTDEs
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DISCUSSION
gd T cells are suggested to have direct cytotoxicity against a wide
range of cancer types in a manner similar to NK cells and can
stimulate expansion of cytotoxic effector T cells by mimicking the
functions of DCs.6,7,24 The dual functions of gd T cells make them
attractive candidates for cancer immunotherapy.25 EVs have emerged
as potential tools for DDS due to the fact that they are naturally pro-
duced with expected organ tropism and low side effect.15,26 However,
to the best of our knowledge, no study has ever applied gdTDEs as
DDS. In the present study, we demonstrated that gdTDEs, inheriting
NK- and DC-like profiles of parent gd T cells, could efficiently inhibit
the growth of OSCC with miR-138 cargo, which can function as tu-
mor suppressor and immune enhancer on the other hand (Figure 7).
Our results suggest that an integration of gdTDEs and miR-138 could
serve as a therapeutic candidate for OSCC.

In the present study, we show that gdTDEs inherit the profiles of gd
T cells, having direct anti-tumor effects on OSCC and stimulation on
anti-tumor immunity. This is the first study, to the best of our knowl-
edge, to demonstrate the anti-tumor function of gdTDEs. It has been
reported that EVs derived fromNK cells not only express both typical
NK markers (i.e., CD56) and killer proteins (i.e., FasL and perforin),
but also exert antitumor and immune homeostatic activities.19,27

Consistently, T cell-derived EVs contain TCR subunits, Src-like tyro-
sine kinases, and adhesion molecules.28 Moreover, DC-derived EVs
express functional MHC class I, MHC class II, and T cell costimula-
tory molecules, which prime specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes against
murine tumors.29 The profiles of gdTDEs described in our study
108 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 14 March 2019
further support the notion that EVs vary between cell types, reflecting
the specific functions of their parent cells to a certain extent.17

Due to the intrinsic role of EVs in endogenous gene transfer in both
biological and pathological settings, the nascent era of EV-based DDS
has been rapidly growing. Perhaps the most tantalizing and ambitious
applications for EVs as DDS are their potential to help realize the
enormous opportunities for gene and biologic therapies in oncology,
which has been a long-standing challenge because of the lack of
appropriate carriers.30 Cancer-derived EVs have been described to
function as natural carriers that can efficiently deliver CRISPR/Cas9
plasmids to cancer, resulting in the induction of apoptosis in ovarian
cancer and enhancement of chemosensitivity to cisplatin.31 Several
other preclinical studies have investigated the delivery efficiency by
EVs derived from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs),32 macrophages,33

NK cells,27 and erythrocytes34 in cancer treatment with encouraging
results. Clinical trials that utilized DC-derived EVs to treat advanced
melanoma35 and non-small cell lung cancer patients36 demonstrated
partial immunological and clinical responses, but survival benefits
were largely variable and limited. MSCs are multiple precursors
with the ability to locate and migrate toward damaged and inflamma-
tory microenvironments, such as solid tumors. This property makes
them a candidate for therapeutic agent delivering.37 MSC-EVs have
been demonstrated to recapitulate the therapeutic potential of
MSCs on glioma through delivering exogenous miR-146b.38 Howev-
er, MSC-EVs have also shown to have heterogeneous effector
mechanisms as MSCs. For instance, MSC-EVs enhanced vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression in tumor cells by acti-
vating extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2) pathway
and promoted tumor growth in vivo.39 In addition, NK cells release
EVs expressing typical protein markers of NK cells and containing
killer proteins (i.e., Fas ligand and perforin molecules).40 NK-EVs
have been demonstrated to exert cytotoxic effects on different human
tumor cells.27,40 However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has
evaluated the potential application of NK-EV as a DDS in the cancer
treatment. According to our results, we suggest that gdTDEs may
serve as an efficient DDS in cancer therapy attributing to several
advantages: (1) gdTDEs inherit the NK-like profile of gd T cells inde-
pendently on MHC molecules, (2) gdTDEs could inherit APC-like
function of gd T cells, and (3) large-scale ex-vivo expansion protocol
of gd T cells has been established. Such advantages include the spec-
ificity of delivery to cancer cells and T lymphocytes with abilities to
direct target cancer cell and indirect effects on anti-cancer immunity
improvement.

Although EVs as DDS are still in their infant stage, liposomes have
gained popularity for applications as drug carriers. Synthetic lipo-
somes are easy to manufacture, allowing advantageous simplicity in
isolation and high yield. However, the high toxicity, lack of targeting
specificity, and rapid elimination from the circulation have hindered
their wide application.41 Our results showed that liposomes failed to
transfect miR-138 to T cells either in vivo or in vitro, whereas gdTDEs
can efficiently deliver miR-138 to T cells, suggesting higher delivery
efficiency by gdTDEs than liposomes in T cell targeting. Indeed,
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T cells are particular about the EVs to be incorporated, because it has
been reported that T cells prefer a surface contact with tumor-derived
EVs rather than internalizing them.42 Given that gdTDEs can
efficiently be internalized by T cells, we suggest that gdTDEs are effi-
cient DDSs to transport drugs and nuclear acids to T cells rather than
tumor-derived EVs. But the efficiency between gdTDEs and EVs
derived from other cell types, e.g., DCs, NK cells, and MSCs, needs
to be explored further.

The clearance of EVs in the circulation by monocytes and macro-
phages might be a concern in the application of EVs as drug delivery
vesicles. Compared with cell-based therapy, EVs may have a shorter
lifetime in the circulation. The persistence of tumor-killing capacity
of cell-based therapy depends on their own lifespan and further in vivo
expansion, whereas the extent of cytokine release from cell-based
therapy (e.g., chimeric antigen receptor-based T cell adoptive immu-
notherapy) and the status of in vivo expansion of these cells cannot be
appropriately controlled, which is the potential source of adverse
events, such as cytokine release syndrome and “on-target, off-tumor”
response.43 The cell-free nature and biological properties of EVsmake
them an attractive replacement of cell-based therapy with advantages
such as controllable cytokine release syndrome, well penetration
within solid tumor, and easy modification.43 Moreover, Kamerkar
et al.44 demonstrated an enhanced retention of EVs, compared with
liposomes, in the circulation due to CD47-mediated protection of
EVs from phagocytosis bymonocytes andmacrophages. These results
suggest that EVs could serve as an attractive replacement of cell-based
therapy with drug-delivering property. miR-138, as a tumor suppres-
sor, has been consistently downregulated in OSCCs45–47 and many
other cancer types as well.21,48 The experimentally validated miR-
138 target genes play essential roles in the initiation and progression
of cancer, including cell migration (e.g., ZEB2, HIF-1a), EMT (e.g.,
TWIST2, EZH2), cell-cycle regulation (e.g., CCND1, CCND3,
FOSL1), DNA damage and repair (e.g., H2AX, XRCC1), and senes-
cence (e.g., Sirt1, TERT).21 By regulating these target genes, miR-
138 can inhibit proliferation and invasion, induce apoptosis, and
enhance chemosensitivity of many cancer types.48 More recently,
miR-138 has been uncovered by its participation in immune regula-
tion. Wei et al.22 demonstrated in vivo miR-138 treatment of GL261
gliomas in immune-competent mice resulted in remarked tumor
regression through directly targeting immune checkpoints CTLA-4
and PD-1 in CD4+ T cells, suggesting miR-138 as a novel immuno-
therapeutic agent for glioma. Considering the multiple mechanisms
by which miR-138 utilizes to inhibit cancer growth, we chose miR-
138 as the “drug cargo” of gdTDEs and proved its dual effects on
direct anti-tumor effects and indirect immunity enhancement in
OSCC xenograft models.

Given that miR-138 targets genes involved in cell proliferation and
cell cycle, the loading of miR-138 to gd T cells has a potential inhibi-
tion on gd T cell proliferation and gdTDE production. There is no ev-
idence, to the best of our knowledge, to indicate any suppression by
miR-138 on T cell function. In addition to the aforementioned role
on CD4+ T cell immunoenhancement through targeting CTLA-4
and PD-1,22 miR-138 has been also suggested to regulate Th1/Th2
balance in CD4+ T cells through targeting RUNX3.49 In our present
study, miR-138 overexpression in gd T cells remarkably increased
the expression of miR-138 in both gd T cells and gdTDEs with mod-
erate increased gd T cells proliferation, but no influence on gdTDE
production. In addition, gene enrichment analyses demonstrated
that cell cycle is among the top enriched biological process in HNSCC
cells, but not in gd T cells, which might be the reason that miR-138
overexpression in OSCC cells caused proliferation inhibition rather
than gd T cells. These results suggest that miR-138 could be an ideal
“bullet” loaded in gd T cells for cancer therapy.

In conclusion, we showed in the present study that miR-138-rich
gdTDEs achieved synergetic therapeutic effects on OSCC compared
with miR-138 and gdTDEs alone, which is benefited from the indi-
vidual direct anti-cancer effects on OSCC and immunostimulatory
effects on T cells by both gdTDEs and miR-138. In addition, gdTDEs
could serve as an efficient DDS for miRNAs in the treatment of
cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human and animal studies have been approved by the Institutional
Ethics Committee of Sichuan Cancer Hospital (approval no. KY-
2017-017-01). Peripheral blood samples were obtained from healthy
volunteers without any malignancy. Informed consent was obtained
from all donors prior to blood collection.

gd T Cell Culture

Human gd T cells were expanded and cultured from human PBMCs
as described previously.50 In brief, whole blood (7.5–8 mL) was
collected in a BD vacutainer CPT cell preparation tube with sodium
heparin (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and centrifuged to isolate
PBMCs at the interphase. Murine gd T cells were expanded from
splenocytes of C3H mice. Human PBMCs or mouse splenocytes
were then cultured in AIM V medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) with recombinant interleukin-2 (IL-2; R&D
Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and zoledronate (Aclasta, Novartis,
Switzerland) to final concentrations of 1,000 IU/mL and 5 mM,
respectively, at the presence of tumor conditioned medium. On day
7, gd T cells were sorted using a MoFlo XDP cell sorter (Beckman
Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

Sorted gd T cells were seeded in a 24-well plate and infected with
LV-hsa-mir-138 (GENECHEM, Shanghai, China) with 5 mg/mL pol-
ybrene, and stable clones were selected and maintained in medium
described above with 0.5 mg/mL puromycin.

EV Isolation, Quantification, Labeling, and RNA Extraction

Ten microliters of culture media was mixed with ExoQuick EV pre-
cipitation solution, and EV isolation was performed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (SBI System Biosciences, CA, USA)
as described previously.51 The ExoQuick/biofluid mixture was centri-
fuged at 1,500 � g for 30 min, and the precipitated EVs were re-sus-
pended in nuclease-free water. After re-suspension of precipitated
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EVs, the concentration of proteins contained in EVs was quantified
using bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA; Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA);
EV quantities are therefore expressed as micrograms of containing
proteins as described by Roccaro et al.52

Purified EVs were labeled with the red fluorescent linker PKH26
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) as described previously.42 For
in vitro EV treatment studies, equal amounts of EVs (micrograms
of proteins) were added into the medium at a concentration of
10 mg/mL. To extract total RNA, an equal quantity of EV particles
was lysed using RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN, Germantown, MD,
USA), then 5 pg of cel-miR-39 was added into the lysate as a spike-
in control. Total RNA isolation was done according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. EVs used for in vivo experiments were prepared with
an ultracentrifugation protocol as described previously.42

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was reverse transcribed using the TaqMan MicroRNA
Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). Quantification of
miR-138 was performed with predesigned TaqManmicroRNA assays
on an ABI PRISM 7700 sequence detection system (Applied Bio-
systems, Foster City, CA, USA). For mRNA quantification, total
RNA were reverse transcribed using first-strand cDNA synthesis
Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s in-
structions. PCR was performed using TaqMan universal PCR master
mix (Applied Biosystems) on an ABI PRISM 7700 sequence detection
system (Applied Biosystems). PCR conditions were 50�C for 2 min,
followed by incubation at 95�C for 10 min, then 40 cycles of two-step
PCR, including denaturing at 95�C for 15 s and annealing and exten-
sion at 60�C for 60 s. Reactions were run in triplicate, and the results
were averaged. Relative expression was calculated using the DDCt
method after normalization to cel-miR-39 and glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), respectively, for miRNA
and mRNA quantification. Primers and probes for PD-1 and
CTLA-4 were described previously.53

LDH Release Assay

To determine the cytotoxicity of T cells, we performed the LDH assay
with an LDH cytotoxicity assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
following the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, T cells (effect cells)
and target cells (Cal-27 and SCC-VII) were co-cultured at the ratios
of 50:1, 25:1, 10:1, and 5:1. The LDH released into the medium is
transferred to a new plate and mixed with Reaction Mixture. After
30-min room temperature incubation, LDH activity was determined
at 490 nm in a plate-reading spectrophotometer: % cytotoxicity =
([experimental value � effector cells spontaneous control � target
cells spontaneous control]/[target cell maximum control � target
cells spontaneous control]) � 100.

CCK-8 Assay

To evaluate the inhibitory effects of gdTDEs on OSCC cells, we
cultured Cal-27 and SCC-VII cells (5,000 cells/well) in 96-well plates
and incubated with 10 mg of gdTDEs for 24 hr. CCK-8 solution
(10 mL/well; Beyotime, Shanghai, China) was added to the cells. After
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a 4-hr incubation, absorbance at 450 nmwasmeasured using a micro-
plate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Flow Cytometry

Single-cell suspensions were prepared from cultured cells or fresh tu-
mor tissues. Red cells were removed using ammonium chloride lysis
buffer when necessary. 1� 106 cells were incubated at 4�C for 30 min
with different combinations of fluorescent-conjugated antibodies for
gd T cells (anti-Vg9 TCR-allophycocyanin [BioLegend, San Diego,
CA, USA], anti-CD3-PECy7 [BioLegend], anti-Vd2 TCR-peridinin
chlorophyll [PerCP]-Cy5.5 [BioLegend], and anti-Vd1 TCR-FITC
[Thermo Fisher Scientific]), T cells (FITC-anti-CD4 [BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, USA], PE-anti-CD8 [BD Biosciences], and PE/Cy7-
anti-CD3 [BioLegend]). For intracellular staining of IFN-g, cells
were incubated with staphylococcal enterotoxin B for 6 hr in the
presence of 19 brefeldin A as described by the manufacturer (BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA, USA). Cells were then stained with IFN-g
PerCP-Cy5.5 (BD Biosciences).

For gdTDE-mediated cell proliferation experiments, CD8+ T cells
were stained with CFSE (4.5 mM) at 37�C for 20 min. The labeled
cells were cultured in AIM V Medium with IL-2 and zoledronate at
the presence of gdTDE derived from different conditions for
6 days. Cells were harvested, and CFSE was measured by a flow cy-
tometer with 488 nm excitation and emission filters.

Apoptosis Assay

An FITC-Annexin V/7-AAD (Thermo Fisher Scientific) double-
staining protocol was applied to measure the cytotoxic effects of
gdTDEs against OSCC cells as described previously. Cal-27 and
SCC-VII cells were treated by 10 mg of gdTDEs for 24 hr. OSCC
cells were washed twice with PBS, centrifuged to remove the debris,
and resuspended in binding buffer at a concentration of 1 � 106

cells/mL. Cells were stained with 5 mL of FITC-Annexin V and
5 mL of 7-AAD for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. After
binding buffer (0.4 mL) being added, cells were analyzed using a
BD FACSCanto II flow cytometer.

Cell Cycle

Cells were trypsinized, washedwith PBS, andfixed in cold 70% ethanol
for 30 min. After wash, cells were resuspended in 0.5 mL of PBS
containing 0.25% Triton X-100 and incubated on ice for 15 min.
Cells were then stained with propidium iodide (20 mg/mL) at the
presence of 10 mg/mL RNase A at room temperature in the dark for
30 min. Flow cytometry was performed using a BD FACSCanto
II flow cytometer. Cell cycle was analyzed in FlowJo software (FlowJo,
Ashland, OR, USA).

Western Blot

Total protein was isolated from EVs and cultured cells with a radio-
immunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) lysis and extraction buffer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and protein concentrations were detected
by a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Thirty mi-
crograms of proteins from each sample was separated on an 8%
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SDS-PAGE gel and electrophoretically transferred to polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Boston, MA, USA). Mem-
branes were blocked with 2% BSA in TBS containing 0.1% Tween
20 at 37�C for 2 hr and then incubated for 2 hr with either CD63
(Santa Cruz, CA, USA), Calnexin (Cell Signaling Technology),
NKG2D (R&D Systems), FasL (R&D Systems), TNF-a (NOVUS,
Littleton, CO, USA), IFN-g (NOVUS), perforin (Invitrogen),
tubulin (NOVUS), MHC class I (Abnova, Beijing, China), MHC
class II (NOVUS), CD80 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA,
USA), CD86 (R&D Systems), and CD40 (R&D Systems). Horse-
radish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG was
used as a secondary antibody (diluted 1:5,000 in TBST with 2%
BSA and incubated for 1 hr). Bands were scanned using a densitom-
eter (GS-700; Bio-Rad Laboratories), and quantification was per-
formed using Quantity One 4.4.0 software.

Xenograft

The immunodeficient nude mice and immunocompetent C3H mice
(females, 6–8 weeks of age) were obtained from Charles River (Bei-
jing, China). Tumor cells were injected subcutaneously (1 � 107

cells/200 mL PBS/mouse) into the back of mice. In the EV injection
experiments, 10 mg of EVs was i.v. injected into the tail vein of
mice. The tumor size was monitored weekly by measuring diameters
using vernier calipers and calculated as pls2/6, where l = the long side
and s = the short side. Mice were euthanized at week 7.

ELISpot

An IFN-g ELISpot kit was applied (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, 1 � 104

T cells were seeded in BD ELISpot plate coated with anti-mouse
IFN-g and cultured with anti-mouse IL-2 and liposome/gdTDEs
for 48 hr at 37�C. After incubation, plates were washed and incubated
with biotinylated anti-mouse IFN-g in detection antibody solution
for 2 hr. After wash, 100 mL/well streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) solutions were added to each well and incubated for 1 hr.
3-Amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC) substrate solution was then added
and spots were counted with an AID ELISpot Reader system using
ELISpot Reader v6.0. T cells alone in duplicate wells served as the
background control.

Expression Analysis of miR-138 Target Genes in gd T Cells and

HNSCC Cells

There were 300 target genes of miR-138 predicted by TargetScan.54

Gene expression data (“cel” files of Affymetrix Human Genome
U133 Plus 2.0 microarrays) of four gd T cells (GEO: GSE27291)
and 14 HNSCC cells (GEO: GSE84557) were downloaded from the
GEO database. The gene expression profiles were processed by
R package “affy.” Data normalization was performed using “RMA”
method. “PMA” callings for probes were also detected. Probes char-
acterized with “Present” at a frequency of <50% in both cell types
were filtered, resulting in 217 miR-138 targeted genes. Differential
expression of miR-138 targeted genes in gd T cells and HNSCC cells
was detected by t test. Multiple testing was adjusted by the Benjamini
and Hochberg’s FDR methods.55 Genes with fold change R2 and
FDR < 0.01 were considered as differentially expressed between the
two cell types. The biological and functional annotations of the differ-
entially expressed genes were analyzed by the online tool DAVID.56

Statistics

The comparisons of means among groups were analyzed by one-way
ANOVA. All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS pack-
age (version 13.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). A p value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
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